Brighter female glow-worms lay more eggs than their dim rivals and are more attractive to potential nocturnal mates.
Gene regulation predates animals
The oldest ancestor of animal life used the same tricks that modern humans do to turn genes on and off.
Alex de Mendoza at the Institute of Evolutionary Biology in Barcelona, Spain, and his colleagues studied gene regulation in the funguslike single-celled organism Creolimax fragrantissima, which branched onto a separate evolutionary path before the evolution of multicellular organisms.
To produce different cell types, multicellular organisms use three main gene-regulation processes: transcription factors, alternative splicing and
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Red-giant rogue in Andromeda
Astronomers have spotted a giant 'runaway star' speeding through the Andromeda galaxy; the first of its kind seen outside the Milky Way.
Whereas 
Backlash over journals blacklisting
Researchers on social media are split over the decision of academic librarian Jeffrey Beall to add the Frontiers journals to his 'blacklist' of "questionable publishers". Beall, at the University of Colorado Denver, announced the move in a tweet, saying that it followed "wide disapproval from scientists". His website Scholarly Open Access maintains a list of journals that may be "predatory publishers" -a term Beall coined for publications that charge scientists fees to publish research but that do not offer services such as peer review, or that make misleading claims on impact factors or indexing. 
